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Issue:  Local Programming 

 

Program:  Talk Catholic  --  07/06/2019 –  30 Minutes – Title:  First Saturday Interview with Larry Domenico, Part 1 

Host:  Tim Kilcoyne  --   Guest:  Larry Domenico 

Program Synopsis:  Larry Domenico lays out his journey as a high-tech, fallen-away Catholic and musician.  The 
relationship of God’s  Will vs human dreams and giftedness was clearly highlighted as Larry’s return to the Church 
coincided with a 12 year old Larry who only wanted to play music more than anything else. 

 

Program:  Talk Catholic  --  07/20/2019  --  30 Minutes  --  Title:  “A God of Second Chances” 

Host:  Tim Kilcoyne 

Program Synopsis:  The movie, Life of St. Rita, was explored for the “steps of Spiritual Discernment”.  St. Rita at the 
beginning of her married life was Convicted and Confirmed by personal signs and the support of her parents but 
quickly experienced “mixed signals” brought on by the mean, ruthless family she married into.  Losing her husband and 
two children to early deaths brought her into her “dark night” where her faith was severely tested but rewarded by the 
“second chance” of a new life with God as a nun. 

 

Program:  Talk Catholic  --  08/10/2019  --  30 Minutes  --  “Too Many Choices!” 

Host:  Tim Kilcoyne 

Program Synopsis:  Tim talks about difficulties in discernment when there is uncertainty about whether the 
“Conversion-test” will be fulfilled.  He also speaks to the difficulty of “conflicting-signals” regarding an upcoming 
decision.  He provides Fr. Michael Scanlon’s advice to both dilemmas and then turns to the Catechism and lays out 
several Church Teachings on Conscience. 

 

Program:  Talk Catholic  --  08/24/2019  --  30 Minutes  --  “But You Are Wrong!” 

Host:  Tim Kilcoyne   

Program Synopsis:  Tim following the practical steps of discernment according to Fr. Scanlon’s book, What Does God 
Want?, reveals particular stories of specific individuals who were certain about their convictions but in fact were 
wrong.  Tim lays bare Catechism Teaching on an “Erroneous Conscience” giving examples for each “condition” 

 

 



Program:  Talk Catholic -- 09/07/2019 -- 30 Minutes -- Title:  First Saturday Interview Part III with Larry Domenico 

Host:  Tim Kilcoyne 

Program Synopsis:  Dovetailing with our on-going programs on the Discernment of God’s Will, Larry explains his return 
to God through a desert experience; specifically, by getting lost in the woods and crying out to God for a new 
beginning. 

 

Program:  Talk Catholic --  09/28/2019  --  30 Minutes  --  Title:  Decide, Don’t Deny 

Host Tim Kilcoyne   

Program Synopsis:  Tim explains 7 Defense Mechanisms of Denial that cloud our ability to make solid decisions based 
on Truthful Reality. One-liners like, “Shouldn’t you get the spec out of your own eye first?” etc. are put in the context 
of everyone’s Confirmation call to truly be a “brother’s keeper”.  Tim then shifts the focus to Fr. Michael Scanlon’s own 
personal story whereby he bargained for God’s “options” so to delay the reality of a sincere call by God and for God. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                      ------------------------------------------------ 

 

Program:  Your Prayer Intentions  --  07/13/2019  --  30 Minutes  --  Title:  Drag-Lion 

Host:   Peter Ingemi  --  Guest:  Dennie McGeehan 

Program Synopsis:  “This week’s show is titled Drag-Lion. We talk about the upcoming drag queen story time in 
Fitchburg and remind folks that just because we beat the devil once (planned parenthood) he doesn’t stop (1 Peter 5).    
The interviewed is Dennie McGeehan,author.” 

 

Program:  Your Prayer Intentions  --  07/20/2019  --  30 Minutes  --  Titled:  Johnson 

Host:  Peter Ingemi 

Program Synopsis:  This week’s show is titled “Johnson”.  There is no interview; instead, the sermon from the Mass of 
the 12th featuring  Fr. Augustine is included in it.  I talk about how Abby Johnson’s response to the premature 
termination of the head of Planned Parenthood is a perfect example of how a Catholic should be and act. 

 

 



Program:  Your Prayer Intentions  --  08/03/2019 --  30 Minutes  --  Titled:  Hard Truths 

Host:  Peter Ingemi  –  Guest:  Karina Fabian  

Program Synopsis:  This week’s show is called “Hard Truths”  --  the topic is the reality of hell and the malpractice of 
not acknowledging the dangers of sin.  The interviewed is Karina Fabian from the Catholic Authors Guild. 

 

Program:  Your Prayer Intentions  --  08/17/2019  --  30 Minutes  --  Titled:  “Dentist” 

Host:  Peter Ingemi  --  Guest:  Janet Morana 

Program Synopsis:  This week’s show is called “Dentist”.  The interview is with Janet Morana of Priests For Life.  The 
topic is that neglecting our spiritual maintenance is as dangerous to our souls as neglecting the physical maintenance 
of our physical body or teeth. 

 

Program:  Your Prayer Intentions  --  09/14/2019  --  30 Minutes  --  Titled:  Philemon 

Host:  Peter Ingemi  --  Guest:  Peter Kleponis, Author 

Program Synopsis:  Show Title is Philemon and how significant it is in human history.  The interviewed is Peter Kleponis 
and his book “Restoring Faith – A Couple Guide To Getting Past Porn.” 

 

Program:  Your Prayer Intentions  --  09/21/2019  --   30 Minutes  --  Titled:  Elder Son 

Host:  Peter Ingemi:  Guest:  Susan Joy Bellavance   

Program Synopsis:  This week’s show is called “Elder Son”.  The interviewed is Susan Joy Bellavance,  the talk is about 
the elder son in the prodigal son story and comes from this excellent piece at Hot Air by EdMorrissey.                         
(Https:// hotair.com/archives/ed-morrissey/2019/19/15/abundant-grace-elder-brother-Sunday-reflection/) 
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